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About This Content

Hovan Revenge  - is an additional storyline of Bloodbath Kavkaz. This is a tragic tale of a forgotten videoblogger and stand-up
comedian Jury Hovansky, which is happening during the main story of Bloodbath Kavkaz. Left by his best friends and

dissapointed with his own life, Jury, while being in a deep drunk dream, hears out his Alter ego and decides to fight his enemies
and restore the justice.

DISCLAIMER

The game does not have any racist implication and has no intention to offend anyone and is made purely for entertainment. The
game is set in a parallel universe; all matches with real life are accidental.
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Title: Bloodbath Kavkaz - Khovan Revenge
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Dagestan Technology
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Sound device compatible with DirectX® 9.0

English,Russian
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very good game about stronk stick people with pew pew machines.. Customisation options, good story, and a lot of post-game
content, aka dungeon delving and grinding. Definately worth the price if you are looking for a single player game (also runs
great on older machines). great game, fun.. This is a very beautful game in both visual and audio. The music was surprisingly
nice. There is a LOT of thinking outside the box. If you struggle with puzzle games you will easily get fustrated, luckily though
there are some amazing guides to assist you. They helped me wil a few of the more trickier ones!

This is a SHORT game and I don't see any replayablity. Please keep that in mind when you purchase!. the game is good but the
first "boss" is almost imposible. 7/5 Threw grenade to my grandma and she went flying outside the window xD best way to use 4
euros :D. 17 hours for 100% completion because the full menu Trophy is really hard to unlock all , anyways this game is perfect
!
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I played the iOS version of this game for countless hours. It's a lot like Trackmania so if you like that you'll like this. Overall it's
just a really fun game and well worth the $10.

I highly recommend you take advantage of the controller support for this game. Playing this with a keyboard is kinda weird and
it's much easier with a controller.

8\/10. ***Trigger warning: suicide, zombies***

In case you like old school games with 8bit\/16bit design and like black humour: try this business simulation... with zombies.
Build up a firm that sells deathly jumps from the top of your company building to suicidal customers. Research and build
facilities to improve the dark mood and death wish of your clients, run ads and defend against the arriving waves of the undead
before they kill your paying customers for free.

The game supports Chinese and English language settings. It's originally written in Chinese. The English translation might be
called "Engrish"-like. Which is not really a drawback - I'd say the translation is not too bad and understandable enough, maybe
even adding a bit of extra fun. ;-)
Just to clarify: my Chinese would be a lot worse than the game's English, I think the translator did quite well for someone who's
not a native speaker, I'm really happy the translation enables me to play this great game! Thank you, great job! :-). This game
advertises tracked motion controller support which would make you assume this game functions with Oculus Touch natively
through the use of OpenVR. Even when using Touch, the game thinks you're using a gamepad so you cannot use motion
controls. Cannot recommend for Touch & Rift users.. Pretty cool. The level design was amazing. There was so much detail and
it all looked great. SDE takes away a lot of details at long distances though (but that's gen 1 hardware). Unfortunately they
catered to the lowest common denominator in VR which is the rift without touch so you don't have hands. They could have
spent a little extra time with motion controllers and made things grabbable and it would've been a lot more fun. I'm not event
sure it was fun but it was really nice to look at and free so I'd still recommend it. Glad to see AAA quality stuff in VR and I
can't wait for a full Deus Ex VR game.. The game is slowly getting a better shape than before. Performance improved, weapons
improved and AI also slightly improved but lacks a couple things here and there. Not major problems though. If the dev keeps
the work up like this Sneak Thief might make it back to YouTube once again. I see a great future for this game and honestly
with the new stealth feature(hopefully features in the future) it gives a better heist experience for the player.. When I first
played this game in January 2017 I gave it a thumbs down. The controls were inconsistent (For me) to the point that the game
became unplayable. I decided to try in again in August 2017 ad to my relief the controls were much more consistant.

There are other problems with the game that was so frustrating I uninstalled in. Half the time when trying to jump off walls, the
game didn`t pick up the press of space bar. This bug was tolerable since levels only take a few seconds.

 What ruined the game for me was the hit detection on the pink block. Most of the time I should have missed the pink stuff but
the game detected that I touch it. If the pink object was in the middel third of the screen thats fine, but when the object is on the
right 1/4th of the screen thats a problem.

I really wanted to like this game but it became unplayble and as such I cannot reccomend it. I will take a look at it in a few
months to see how it is then and update my review.
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